Name of the Tool

New World Encyclopedia

Home Page

Logo

URL

http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Info:Main_Page

Subject

Encyclopedias

Accessibility

Free

Language

English

Scope and Coverage

The encyclopedia covers different subjects like A\arts, music, literature,
sports, biography, geography, history, life sciences, philosophy, religion,
physical sciences, politics and social sciences. Under each subject category
there is an alphabetical list of sub categories and under each subcategory
there is an alphabetical list of articles.

Kind of Information

The encyclopedia provides lengthy articles on different topics. As for
example an article on “Alexandria Library” under “History” category
provides brief information on the library with black and white image,
overview, history of destruction of this great library, other related histories,
list of other related libraries which were famous at that time, etc. The article
includes references and some important external links.
Another article on DNA starts with brief introduction, with color image of

DNA structure, history of discovery of DNA, short biographical
information of scientists associated with DNA discovery like Friedrich
Miescher, Phoebus Levene, William Astbury, Frederick Griffith, physical
and chemical properties in DNA, major and minor grooves, base pairing,
supercoiling and double-helical structures, quadruplex structures, chemical
modifications, Genome structure, etc. many more concepts on DNA. At the
end 140 notes are included and some references and external links are also
included.

Special Features

 This is a wiki encyclopedia in which users can contribute and can
give feed back to the articles or pages.
 The encyclopedia provides printable version of articles.
 The articles of this encyclopedia can be shared through facebook,
twitter, google+ etc.

Arrangement Pattern

The main categories, subcategories under main categories and articles under
each sub categories are arranged alphabetically.

Remarks

This encyclopedia gives us a huge number of good qualities of articles on
different subject coverage.
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 Wikipedia (https://www.wikipedia.org/)
 Citizendium (http://en.citizendium.org/)
 Scholarpedia
(http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/Main_Page)
 Appropedia
(http://www.appropedia.org/Welcome_to_Appropedia)
 Fact Monster: From Information Please
(http://www.factmonster.com/encyclopedia.html)
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